
ELECTRONIC DEVICES

Where aesthetic
and technology
meet together



Optimal distance between sofa and tv



 recessed mechanisms



TYPE      WIDTH  HEIGHT       DEPTH     VESA     USABLE SPACE++ TV
ARC 90 900 650 165 75-100-200 750X445 32"
ARC100 1000 730 165 100-200-300 860X520 37"
ARC 110 1100 780 165 100-200-300 970X565 40"- 43"
ARC 120 1200 860 165 200-300-400 1105X645 46"- 48" -49"
ARC 130 1300 880 165 200-300-400 1200X650
ARC 140 1400 930 165 200-300-400 1250X720 55"
ARC 150 1500 1020 165 200-300-400 1365X790 60"
ARC 160 1600 1080 165 200-300-400 1455X840 65"
ARC 170 1700 1220 165 300-400-600 1570X990 70"
ARC 180 1800 1220 165 300-400-600 1685X970 75"
ARC 190 1900 1250 165 300-400-600 1760X1015 78"
ARC 200 2000 1330 165 300-400-600 1852X1095 80" (Sharp)
ARC 210 2100 1360 165 300-400-600 1965X1135 88"

The series of motorized brackets Archimede, Archi-
mede Rotor, Archimede Flag and Archimede Lateral 
are extremely robust and solid TV lifts. Placed inside 
furniture, false-walls or other furnishing elements, 
they let the TV move and hide inside. Made with 
stainless steel parts, they have anticorodal linear 
guides with a particular hard oxidation treatment, on 
which sliding pads slide that make them particularly 
silent. The movement on the rack and ball bearings 
guarantee its sturdiness, allowing it to carry loads up 
to 100 kg. The TV screen is fixed and positioned on 
two brackets with standard VESA holes and attach-
ments. We produce models based on the size of the 

TV screen, with a range from 32" up to over 80". The 
entire Archimede range is managed by remote control 
or by connection to domotic on clean contacts. The 
electronic control unit, the heart of the entire system, 
controls and manages all the functions of the mecha-
nism, including the safety devices: in the event of a 
collision or crushing, the motion will be immediately 
stopped and reversed, allowing the obstacle to be 
removed. All the examples of the Archimede motori-
zed bracket are handicraft, products one by one with 
the utmost care, in our company. Archimede is a very 
low voltage (24Vdc) CE certified product at the GSD 
laboratory in Pisa.
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246 mm

measures with door
opening mechanism

TYPE WIDHT HEIGHT DEPTH VESA USABLE SPACE TV
ARC 120 R 1200 860 165 200-300-400 1105X645 46"- 48" -49"
ARC 130 R 1300 880 165 200-300-400 1200X650
ARC 140 R 1400 930 165 200-300-400 1250X720 55"
ARC 150 R 1500 1020 165 200-300-400 1365X790 60"
ARC 160 R 1600 1080 165 200-300-400 1455X840 65"

 After the raising of the  mechanism, the Archime-
de Rotor version allows the TV to be rotated 350 
degrees, guaranteeing a perfect view from every 
point of the room. The motorized rotation unit is 
made specifically for Archimede Rotor, able to 
withstand very high axial and longitudinal loads, 
with maximum fluidity of movement and imper-
ceptible noise (<40db), and it is composed of two 
thrust bearings and of a large axial one . The TV 
screen is fixed to the bracket with standard VESA 

holes and attachments. With Archimede Rotor we 
recommend using an opening / closing door 
device that allows it to disappear into the cabinet 
or into the counter-wall, before the TV starts to 
climb. The right / left rotation is regulated by two 
mechanical limit switches and a positioning 
sensor. The electronic control unit, the heart of 
the whole system, manages all functions, inclu-
ding safety devices and automatic realignment 
before descent.                          

Archimede Rotor
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   TYPE        WIDTH HEIGHT DEPTH VESA USABLE SPACE TV
ARC 120 B 1200 860 165 200-300-400 1105X645 46"- 48" -49"
ARC 130 B 1300 880 165 200-300-400 1200X650
ARC 140 B 1400 930 165 200-300-400 1250X720 55"
ARC 150 B 1500 1020 165 200-300-400 1365X790 60"
ARC 160 B 1600 1080 165 200-300-400 1455X840 65"

     

The Archimede Flag model allows you to insert the TV in a 
piece of furniture placed next to the wall or under a 
window, making the screen rotate up to 90 °, guaranteeing 
a view from several points of the room. We produce 
mechanisms with both right and left rotation. The motori-
zed rotation unit, able to withstand very high axial and 
longitudinal loads, with maximum fluidity of movement 
and imperceptible noise (<40db), is made specifically for 
Archimede Bandiera and is composed of two thrust 
bearings and a large axial one . The TV screen is fixed to 

the bracket with standard VESA holes and attachments. 
We recommend using a door opening / closing device that 
allows it to disappear into the cabinet or into the 
false-wall, before the television starts the exit movement. 
The right / left rotation is regulated by two mechanical 
limit switches and a positioning sensor. The electronic 
control unit, the heart of the whole system, manages all 
functions, including safety devices and automatic realign-
ment before descent.
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   TYPE      WIDHT   HEIGHT       DEPTH     VESA  USABLE SPACE TV
ARC 120 L 1200 860 165 200-300-400 1105X645 46"- 48" -49"
ARC 130 L 1300 880 165 200-300-400 1200X650
ARC 140 L 1400 930 165 200-300-400 1250X720 55"
ARC 150 L 1500 1020 165 200-300-400 1365X790 60"
ARC 160 L 1600 1080 165 200-300-400 1455X840 65"

The series of Archimede motorized brackets is now 
enriched with a new model with a lateral exit move-
ment and folding opening (for both left or right instal-
lation). Archimede Lateral is also made with the same 
materials as the entire Archimede series to ensure the 
same solidity, fluidity of movement and silentness, 
Archimede Laterarl is different from other models 
thanks to the lateral exit movement from the cabinet; 
it moves on a transverse axis, with parallel movement 
to the floor. This makes it perfect to hide a screen, for 

example, behind the false wall of the bookcase or 
other piece of furniture. Once your TV will be out 
sideways, the folding opening movement will allow 
you to orient it for optimal viewing. Archimede Lateral 
is perfect for take advantage of every corner of walls 
and even hoods of fireplaces. With Archimede Lateral 
our range of lifters completes the possibility of using 
any surface, wall, boiserie or piece of furniture to hide 
your television.

    Lateral exit
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Note: choose the model 
according to the height
of the screen

          TYPE     WIDTH       DEPTH          HEIGHT HEIGHT CLOSED STROKE

COLONNA SLT 120 70 1220 570 650
 COLONNA MLT 120 70 1465 685 780
 COLONNA XLT 120 70 1709 795 914

This Archimede model is a motorized electric TV lift 
bracket, formed by a reliable and silent lifting column. 
The small size makes this model the ideal solution for 
small spaces. Archimede Column is perfect for TV from 
32 '' to 60 ''.
Archimede has a three-stage telescopic column, inside 
which are fixed the motor box, almost invisible thanks to 
its small size and a large worm screw. The stroke of the 
column is regulated by an encoder, a detection device 
that converts the motion into an electrical signal; this 

lets to Archimede Column both maximum fluidity of 
movement, with "soft start" and "soft stop", both the 
control of the height and all the safety devices including 
the sensitive edges, through the electronic control unit. 
In the event of a collision of the sensitive edge, the 
bracket will immediately stop the movement and rever-
se for a few centimeters, allowing the obstacle to be 
removed. Radio control included  and provision for 
manual buttons.



   ceiling mechanisms



   TYPE      WIDTH   HEIGHT       DEPTH     VESA  USABLE SPACE TV
ULISSE 32 847 617 120 75-100-200 794X493 32"
ULISSE 42 1053 718 120 100-200-300 1000X595 42"
ULISSE 50 1203 783 120 200-300-400 1150X660 50"
ULISSE 55 1303 853 120 200-300-400 1250X730 55"
ULISSE 60 1453 963 120 200-300-400 1400X840 60"
ULISSE 65 1553 1023 120 200-300-400 1500X900 65"
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Ulysses is a motorized bracket that allows you to hide 
horizontally a TV screen, exploiting surfaces not yet 
used. Thanks to Ulysses, ceilings, false ceilings, tables 
and even mezzanines become doubly usable surfa-
ces. The small depth of the Ulysses allows it to be 
installed almost anywhere. Ulysses is made in diffe-
rent sizes from 32 to 65 inches. The downward 
opening of 110 °  can be done by remote control or 
manual control. Two powerful electric pistons of 
4500Nm each one, guarantee the flush closing of the 
bracket. Ulysses is operated with the supplied 

four-channel radio control or can be connected to 
domotic on clean contacts The electronic control 
unit, the heart of the whole system, controls and 
manages all the functions of the mechanism, all the 
safety devices and sensitive edges that can be moun-
ted directly in the frame. In case of impact or 
crushing of the sensitive edge, the bracket will 
immediately stop the movement and reverse the 
movement for a few centimeters, allowing to remove 
the obstacle. All versions of the Ulisse TV bracket are 
handcrafted one by one with care in our company.

Ulysses  
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     TYPE   HEIGHT       DEPTH VESA  USABLE SPACE TV
ULISSE 42 R 42 "
ULISSE 55 R 55 "
ULISSE 60 R 60 "
ULISSE 65 R 65 "

1048 855
1300 958
1425 1052
1485 1057

190
190
190
190

200-300-400
200-300-400
200-300-400
200-300-400

1000X615
1250X718
1372X804
1433X813

Ulysses Rotor has all the features of the Ulysses series 
and is made in different sizes from 42 to 65 inches. It’s 
peculiarity consists in allowing the TV to be rotated 
over 350 degrees, ensuring  a perfect viewing of the 
screen from every point of the room. The rotation 
unit was made specifically for the Ulysses Rotor 
bracket: two thrust bearings make the unit able to 
withstand very high axial and longitudinal loads, 

guaranteeing fluidity of movement and imperceptible 
noise (<40 db). Alignment and right / left rotation is 
regulated by two mechanical limit switches and a 
positioning photocell. The sensitive edges, supplied 
as an option, can be mounted directly in the frame of 
the mechanism and in the event of impact or crushing 
they will immediately stop and reverse motion, 
allowing the obstacle to be removed.

Ulysses Rotor 
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    TYPE      WIDHT   HEIGHT       DEPTH     VESA  USABLE SPACE TV
ULISSE 50 Ext 1203 783 170 200-300-400 1150X660 50"
ULISSE 55 Ext 1303 853 170 200-300-400 1250X730 55"
ULISSE 60 Ext 1453 963 170 200-300-400 1400X840 60"
ULISSE 65 Ext 1550 900 170 200-300-400 1500X900 65"

Ulysses Extender 

Ulysses Extender, with its double movement, allows 
you to place the TV screen at an ideal height to get a 
perfect line of sight. In addition to hide horizontally 
the screen in the ceiling, like the other models of the 
Ulysses range, once opened, the mechanism lets the 
television make a downward movement through two 

telescopic rails, up to a maximum extension of 2 
meters. The 90 ° downward opening and the exten-
sion can be activated by remote or manual control. 
Ulysses Extender is made in different sizes from 50 to 
65 inches.



Motorized wall brackets



Ultimate 

Utimate is a motorized bracket designed to be instal-
led inside a recess of the wall or inside a boiserie. It 
lets the screen to push forward and then a folding 
opening out to a 90 degrees angle. The mechanical 
arm is moved by a powerful very low voltage electric 
piston and it is controlled by an encoder, a detection 
device that converts movement into an electric signal, 
ensuring maximum fluidity of motion with "soft start" 
and "soft stop". The forward stroke is 40 centimeters 
and it’s regulated by a limit switch.
The Ultimate bracket can be built with the opening to 
the right or to the left. The TV screen is fixed and posi-
tioned with VESA 300 - 400 holes and connections. 
The TV cables can be put neatly in a wire cover. The 
Ultimate bracket range includes various models:
- Ultimate 400 ideal for screens from 40 to 60 inches;

- Ultimate 1000 ideal for screens over 60 inches;
All the brackets of the Ultimate range are controlled 
by a two-channel remote control supplied or 
connected to home automation by means of clean 
contacts. The electronic control unit, the heart of the 
whole system, controls and manages all the functions 
of the mechanism, including all the safety devices. 
The sensitive edges, supplied as optional, can be 
mounted directly in the cabinet and in the event of a 
collision or crushing they will immediately stop and 
reverse motion, allowing the obstacle to be removed. 
The Ultimate range is handcrafted and each mechani-
sm is individually built with care in our company.

ULTIMATE 1000



DTM 400

drawer mechanisms

Dtm 400 is a mechanism made to place the TV inside 
a drawer or on top of a wardrobe. The Dtm 400 
model is composed of a horizontal sliding bracket 
and an automatic tilting mechanism that let you  
hide a screen on top of a piece of furniture, first with 
horizontally motion and then rotating the screen to 
bring it into the suitable position  for a  perfect vision. 
The cables are inserted in a special retractable chan-
nel and the movements are regulated by a control 

unit equipped with a remote control. Dtm 400 can be 
supplied in the version with shelf and door or direct-
ly with a TV box ready to be installed above a wardro-
be, a bookcase or where necessary.+
The maximum overall dimensions of the mechanism 
are 210mm x 600mm x 1036mm suitable for a screen 
of up to 43 inches (60mm x 565mm x 1000mm).
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